Abstract-Several proposed routing algorithms for store and forward conlmunication networks, including one currently-in operation in the ARPANET. route messages along shortest paths computed by using some set of link lengths. When these lengths depend on current traffic conditions a 5 they must in an adaptive algorithm, dynamic behavior questions such as stabilitv, convergence, and speed of convergence are of interest. This paper is the first attempt to analyze sy-stematically these issues. It is s h o m that minimum queuing delay path algorithms tend to eshibit violent oscillaton behavior in the absence of a damping mechanism. The oscillations can be damped by means of several typs of schemes two of which are analyzed in this paper. In the first scheme a constant bias is added to the queuing delay thereby providing a preference towards paths with a small number of links. In the second scheme the effects of several past routings are averaged as for esample when the link lengths are computed and conmunicated a y nchronously throughout the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
A CENTRAL operational problem of a communication network involves the choice of routes used by messages to travel from origin to destination. It is possible. of course. to choose a fixed route for each origin-destination pair, but this precludes the possibility of adjusting routes to alleviate congestion due to variations in average traffic conditions. For this reason attention has focused on adaptive routing strategies whereby congestion in the network is continuously monitored and routes between origindestination pairs are modified in real time so as to keep average delay per message at a reasonable level. A routing scheme of this type was implemented in the ARPANET in 1969 and attracted considerable attention. The main idea in this scheme is to compute in real time an estimate of the minimum average delay per message for each origindestination pair and to route messages along the current minimum estimated delay path. When this scheme was first implemented, it was noticed that it was prone to severe Manuscript receiLed September 19. 1980; revised Januaq 28. oscillations. This behavior is due to the fact that delay estimates used to choose routes are themselves affected by the route choice with a feedback effect resulting. To remedy this situation it was decided on heuristic grounds to introduce an additive factor, called bias, to the estimated delay of each link. thereby building into the algorithm a preference towards paths with small number of hops to the destination [5]- [7] . This had a stabilizing effect albeit at the expense of considerable loss of sensitivity to traffic congestion. The implementation of the minimum delay path idea in the original ARPANET algorithm had a number of flaws allowing, for example. the formation of loops. For this reason alternative schemes based on the same idea were studied. and a new algorithm called SPF has been developed and implemented [ 11, [4] , [ 1 I]. The present paper is an outgrowth of the author's participation in the design study of this algorithm during the summer of 1978 at Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN). Inc. However. our analysis does not focus on the ARPANET and the SPF algorithm in particular, but rather is geared towards understanding the effect of feedback and the nature of the dynamic behavior of shortest path algorithms where link lengths depend on current traffic conditions. We note that the algorithms of this paper are far from optimal since they are single path algorithms in the sense that at any given time there is only one path per origin-destination pair along which messages can travel. Better performance can be achieved by allowing multiple paths as for example in the optimization algorithm of Gallager [9] or its second derivative versions [2] . [12] . We note also that optimal routing algorithms based on shortest path generation have been given recently in [13] . On the other hand. the hardware limitations of some of the presently existing networks including the ARPANET preclude the use of such more sophisticated algorithms. Furthermore. we feel that the mere fact that the algorithm has been successfully implemented in a network as interesting and influential as the ARPANET makes it worthy of analysis and investigation. This is reinforced by the fact that the behavior exhibited by the algorithm is quite interesting and can pose nontrivial design problems.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 11, we provide a deterministic finite-state Markov chain framework for studying a simple version of the algorithm. We show that for ring networks the algorithm may tend to oscillate between poor routing paths and become itself a major contributor to congestion. We also demonstrate how the use of a bias factor can provide a mechanism for damping oscillations as confirmed by experience with the original ARPANET algorithm.
The finite-state model does not lend itself to analysis of more sophisticated routing schemes and more general network topologes. We consequently introduce in Section 111 a model of a ring network with a continuum of nodes and a single destination. This allows us to employ techniques of stability analysis of discrete-time systems with continuous state space, and enables us to further quantify the relationship between choice of link lengths and algorithmic behavior.
The analysis of Section 111 focuses primarily on the effect of using a bias factor as a damping mechanism.
In Section IV we show that oscillations can also be damped effectively by making the link lengths dependent on several preceding routing paths via some averaging mechanism such as an exponential fading memory scheme or asynchronous link length updating. To our knowledge the fact that averaging can provide a damping mechanism in a shortest path algorithm has not been noticed earlier and in fact when we originally approached this problem at BBN there was considerable concern regarding its effect on algorithmic behavior. It is now believed that the significant degree of averaging inherently present in the SPF algorithm is in large measure responsible for the stable dynamic behavior observed in experiments conducted thus
The analysis of Sections 11-IV focuses on ring networks. The ring topology is central for the extension of our earlier results to more complex network topologies. This extension is carried out in Section V under the assumption that an equilibrium routing exists. However, by contrast with ring networks, an equilibrium routing need not always exist for more complex topologies. We demonstrate via example the mechanism by which such a phenomenon can occur.
The results and analysis of the present paper can be generalized to the case where there are more than one destinations. This analysis is straightforward but considerably more complex technically and may be found in [3] . The continuous node model of Sections 111-V may be criticized on the grounds that it is unrealistic. On the other hand, it is very difficult to provide an extensive analysis of a more realistic finite node network model. In particular, it appears impossible to demonstrate the effect of averaging in such a context. Furthermore, we believe that the realism of any algorithmic model must be judged on the basis of the validity of the conclusions it provides regarding the behavior of the related practical algorithm. These conclusions in our case have been verified by extensive numerical experiments with finite-node networks [3] , [4] . In particular. the validity of our qualitative results regarding the role of a bias factor and averaging as damping mechanisms have been amply demonstrated. Consider first algorithm ( A ) applied to a given network for the case where the lengths D,, depend exclusively on the preceding shortest path. Assume also that the shortest path algorithm has a fixed rule for breaking ties between equidistant paths. Then each shortest path uniquely determines the next shortest path. There is a finite number of possible shortest paths (also referred to as routings) which we denote by R , , R,; . S , R , ,~ where M is some integer. To any initial routing say Rlu, there corresponds a unique sequence of subsequent routings R,,, Ri2,. . . . Thus. eventually some routing will be repeated (say R I A = R , h -, , ) , and once this happens the routing sequence will become periodic. Thus, starting at R,o the algorithm will eventually end up cycling through R I h ; .
A FINITE-STATE MARKOV CHAIN MODEL
Of course it is possible that R l o itself is part of the cycle ( k =O), and that the cycle consists of a single routing ( n = 1) in which case the algorithm stabilizes at the routing.
The model just described is one of a deterministic finite- In what follows in this section we will restrict attention to the case of a ring network with N nodes shown in Fig. I . Node N is the only destination and all links are bidirectional. By reversing the directions of flow and the role of origins and destinations the subsequent model can be converted to one with a single origin and many destinations. It is recognized that few practical networks can be expected to have a ring topology. However, this topology is not only analytically tractable. but also provides a fundamental building block for analysis of more general topologies as will be seen in Section V. The traffic input originating at node i and destined for N is denoted by r,. The routing R,. i = 1. -+ . .h' is the one for which all nodes j < i route their traffic in the clockwise direction and all nodes j 2 i route their traffic in the counterclockwise direction as shown in Fig. 2 . Given a routing R,, the flows on each undirected link ( j -1. j ) in the clockwise and counterclockwise direction are denoted byf,-(i) andfi-(i) respectively and are given by
We will consider the case where the length Dl, of a link ( i . I ) is given by an equation of the form
where h, is the flow on link (i. message.
The quantities PI, and 7;, are independent of the flow while the dependence of Qr, on i., is determined by the statistics of the traffic arriving at i and routed through 1. If these statistics can be adequately modeled by an M / M / l queue then Q,, takes the form [6] . [7] where C,, is the transmission capacity of link (i, I ) . Even though this function is convex and monotonically increasing only on the interval [O.C,,) rather than the entire real line. our subsequent results apply to it assuming that the average flow in the link lies within [O. C,,) as it will in a practical network in view of flow-control restrictions. We mention, however, that on the basis of experiments conducted thus far it is unclear whether the average delay per message in the ARPANET can indeed be modelled as in ( 2 ) . This may be due to peculiarities of the ARPANET hardware and software which are little understood at present.
We now define the shortest path algorithm. Given a routing R , we define the distances 0,-( i ) , D,-( i ) It can be easily shown that the next routing is uniquely determined by the relations above. Given an initial routing R o we consider the sequence of successive routings R'. R2; . . R k R k f ' : . ., generated by the algorithm.
We note that this algorithm is not claimed to be optimal, or even good. Rather, it approximates the ARPANET algorithm, and it is applied to the simple ring in order to analyze its properties in a special case which is tractable.
The quantity d(0) may be viewed as a bias factor. It represents link length at zero flow. The following proposition shows that if d(O)=O and the first two routings are different, i.e., Ro # R' then the algorithm ends up oscillating between the two extreme routings R , and R,v which is the worst possible behavior that can occur. In the context of (2) the case d(O)=O corresponds to the situation where the processing and transmission delays PI, and T,, are negligible relative to the queuing delay Q,,.
Proposition 1:
Then there exists an index k such that for all k > k either R k = R , and Rk" = R,v or R k = R,v and R"+'= R Proof: Let R, be a routing and assume that the routing subsequent to Ri is R , with n # i. For concreteness assume that n < i. We will show that either i = N or else the routing subsequent to R,, is R j withj>i. 
D ,~-, (~)~D~-, (~) = D T (~) (4)
where the last equality holds because d(O)=O and the links (n-1.n);-.(i-1,i)carrynoflo~whentheroutingisR~. We also have
From (4)- (6): we have
D~( n )~O , , , ( i ) < D~( i )~D~( n )
so finally
D , ( t 1 ) -q + ( n ) .
It follows that in the routing R, which is subsequent to R,, node i will switch his traffic to the clockwise direction so that j > i. We can show using a very similar argument that if n > i then either i = 1 or else the routing subsequent to R,, is R,
Thus, we have that the number of nodes that lie between two successive routings is increasing at each iteration if none of these routings is R , or R,. On the other hand, if the current routing is R , or R,v then the next routing will clearly be R,%, or R , , respectively. This proves the proposition.
Q.E.D. Notice that, if d(O)=O, the situationR' = R1 can only occur if Dl-( i)= DT( i) where i is the node for which Ro = R,. Thus, if m7e add any E >O to any one of the node inputs we will have Ro # R1 and the algorithm will again end up oscillating between R , and R,. We provide an example illustrating the result of Proposition 1. Several additional examples involving more general topologies and multiple destinations may be found in 141.
Example: Consider a 16-node ring network where node 16 is the destination. Let r, = 1 for i = 1; -..7,9; . ., 15 and r, = E~O .
If E = O and the initial routing is R , then by symmetry all subsequent routings equal R,. If E is very small but positive then for the case where the sequence of generated routings is R,, R,,, R,, R,,, R,, R,,, R , , . . . . T h s fact can be verified via a straightforward calculation in Fig. 3 which shows the flow patterns corresponding to successive routings. We now turn our attention to various notions of equilibria and stability. We say that R , is an equilibrium routing if
D , Z , ( i ) < D~, ( i ) and D : ( i ) S D -( i ) .
It follows from this definition that R j is an equilibrium routing if and only if it repeats itself via the shortest path algorithm.
We say that a node i is an equilibrium node if
D L ( i ) < D T ( i ) and D T ( i + l ) < D L ( i + l ) .
In words, a node i is an equilibrium node if, for both cases where the routing is R , and R,-,, he switches his traffic in the opposite direction at the next routing. We say that an equilibrium routing R, is local& stable if routing Rj+, generates either R , or R,-, through the algorithm, and routing R,-, generates either R, or R,+,. We say that an equilibrium node i is local& stable if routing R , generates R,+, via the algorithm, and routing R,-, generates R,. The definition of local stability is based on the idea that when the algorithm starts "close enough to equilibrium" it should not lead to a "growing" oscillation. The following proposition complements Propositon 1 and suggests that the bias level d(0) should exceed a certain positive value in order for an equilibrium routing or node to be locally stable.
Proposition 2: a) An equilibrium routing R j is locally stable if where The proof of Proposition 2 involves a straightforward but lengthy argument and will be omitted. It can be found in [4] .
Proposition 2 implies that in order to ensure local stability the bias d(0) should exceed a level that depends strongly on the traffic conditions. This level is proportional to the input at or near the equilibrium and to a global measure of the derivative d' along the ring. Thus, it may be necessary to choose a value of d(0) which is large relative to r and d' in order to ensure stability for a broad range of input traffic conditions. This can be accomplished by adding a large constant to d. On the other hand, this would introduce a tendency in the algorithm to generate routings close to the min-hop routing (i.e., one that selects routes according to minimum number of links to the destination). As a result, the algorithm would tend to be insensitive to congestion. This tradeoff will be reencountered in the next section.
The point of view that has been adopted in this section is one whereby the algorithm is viewed as a dynamic system with a finite number of states (the finite collection of possible routings). Unfortunately, the study of dynamic behavior and stability properties of such systems is notoriously difficult. To begin with there is no accepted definition of equilibrium, and in fact we saw that in the ring network context there are two types of "equilibria" that are of interest-equilibrium routings and equilibrium nodes. Furthermore, there are no established methodological tools that can be helpful in a finite state system framework. As a result, our progress has been limited to the results just discussed. We are thus motivated to consider approximation of the discrete system with a continuous system having a continuum of states. For such systems there is an effective and well developed stability theory that can be utilized for analysis. We take this approach in the following two sections where we introduce a network with a continuum of nodes. Despite the radical nature of this step the analysis provides informative results and clarifies the role of averaging the effects of several past routings as a means of damping oscillatory behavior. The validity of our approach is supported by the fact that qualitative conclusions drawn from the continuous node model have been verified computationally in finite node models [3], [4] .
A CONTINUOUS MODEL OF A RNG NETW-ORK
We consider a continuum of nodes arranged in a ring and sending traffic to a single destination as shown in Fig.  4 . Points on the ring are identified with their distance t from the destination in the counterclockwise direction, where t is normalized to take values in the interval rO.11. (0,l) . Note that a network with a finite number of nodes can be modeled by a function r containing impulses and such a function can be approximated by a continuous function consisting of narrow triangular pulses of finite height. We are interested in routings specified by points y in [0, 1] , where the flow splits, i.e., points larger than y send their flow counterclockwise (or in the positive direction) and points smaller than y send their flow clockwise (or in the negative direction). To a given function r and routing y , there corresponds at every point t a flow in the positice direction f +( y , t ) , and a flow in the negative f -( Y , 2 ) given by In order to introduce an algorithm such as (A) in the framework of the continuous model we consider a function d mapping flows into the nonnegative real numbers. The meaning of d is that given a routing y and any point t , the distances D-and D+ from t to the destination in the negatirje and positive direction are given by We consider the following algorithm (Al) for generating routing sequences {yk).
(Al) Given a routing y,, the next routing y k + l is the solution of the equation (11) It will be shown as part of Proposition 3 that (1 1) has a unique solution for every y,E[O, 11. Note that since we have and it follows that a routing y k + determined from (1 1); is such that every point t routes its flow in the positive or negative direction according as D-(yk, t)aD+ (,vk, t ) Proof: Using (9) and (10) 
and p' denotes the first derivative of p . Proof: The first derivative J ' ( y ) of J is given by
It can be seen from (7) and (8) By using a theorem of Ostrowski [8, pp. 300-3011 we can state the following local convergence and rate of convergence result for Algorithm (Al). there exists an open interval Z containing J* such that if yo€ Z the sequence { y k } generated by Algorithm (Al) remains in I and converges to y*. Furthermore. if yk # y* for all A-there holds
When the equilibrium y* has the property specified in the first conclusion of Proposition 5 we say that it is locdk stable. If ( g ' ( y * ) ( > 1 then the linearized system corresponding to yk+ I = g( y k ) is unstable, so the algorithm tends to diverge from ):* when started close to it. Notice the similarity of (25) 
R = max r ( t ) .
The conclusions of the preceding discussion are summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 6: If condition (28) or the stronger condition (29) holds, every sequence { y k } generated by algorithm ( A I ) converges to the equilibrium y * .
When the equilibrium y* has the property specified in Proposition 6 we say that it is globalb stable.
In order to put the results obtained thus far in better
where a = d(0) represents the bias factor. For fixed input density r we have that to each positive value of bias a there corresponds an equilibrium yz. As a increases the corresponding equilibria tend to become stable. Furthermore, from (24) and (26) it can be seen that the speed of convergence of the algorithm is accelerated as a increases. On the other hand, it is easy .to see that yz + 3
as a+ x), which in the context of the routing problem means that the algorithm becomes increasingly insensitive to congestion as a * co.
Since in a practical situation we are interested in the stability properties of the algorithm for a broad range of inputs let us consider input densities of the form
where A is a positive parameter. Then it is clear that as h increases a larger value of bias is necessary in order to stabilize the algorithm. 
where P >O, n > O then from (30) and (3 1) we see the if r is changed to hr as in (32), then the stability threshold level of the bias is multiplied by x". Thus, for fixed a and r there is a choice of h for which the corresponding equilibrium is unstable. Incidentally, the expression (33) for d has an interesting property, namely, that the set of all possible equilibria {y,* I a >O} as well as the set of all locally or globally stable equilibria is independent of the level of input X and depends only on r. This is straightforward to verify using (33) and the fact that if r is changed to h r and a is changed to Ana then the routing sequences generated by the algorithm are unaffected.
Choosing the Bias-m a Function of the Current Routing
Since stability of the algorithm depends strongly on the level of bias and the level of input we are motivated to consider schemes where the bias is not held fixed but is rather adjusted adaptively on the basis of currently available information. An interesting scheme is to use a length function of the form 
D T ( , v ) = l i L j [ f + ( y , t)] dt + l I~j [ f -( y :
t ) ] dr. formula such as (34) and the link length can be computed A scheme of the type just described can be analyzed along similar lines as earlier in this section. It has been tested in quite extensive numerical experiments involving finite node networks and it was shown to have very satisfactory performance [3] . [4] . This can be attributed to the fact that the level of bias increases or decreases with the level of input thus providing automatic scaling with respect to input leuel. In fact, it can be easily seen that if 2 has the form d( f)= bf where / 3 >O, n >O and we choose a( y ) = AD,( y ) where X >O, then for every input density function of the form h r ( t ) , X>O, the sequences generated by the algorithm do not depend on X.
as Dl, = a(,.)+ 41,).
IV. AVERAGIKG THE EFFECT OF SEVERAL ROUTINGS
In this section, we show that the stability properties of the shortest path algorithm of the preceding section can be improved if link lengths suitably depend on flows corresponding to several past routings. There are several possibilities along these lines. Some examples are as follows. 
A. Averaging Over the Present and the Past n Routings
A routing)?" is said to be an equilibrium if
It is clear that ?I* is an equilibrium in this sense for a given bias leuel if and onb! if it is an equilibrium in the sense given in the preceding section.
We can define local stability of y* in the obvious way. We have that y* is locally stable if it is also a stable equilibrium of equation (38) Q.E.D. We now apply the result of the lemma to our problem. We have that the equilibrium J" will be locally stable if
It follows using (39) that in the averaged algorithm the bias level must satisfy in order for the corresponding equilibrium J* to be stable. 
. +*).
If we compare this with the earlier algorithm [cf.
(25)] we
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see that in the averaged algorithm the bias threshold level for stability is reduced by the factor I/( n + 1) over the one of algorithm (Al). For a given traffic input, and any given bias level the corresponding equilibrium can be made stable by averaging delays over a sufficiently large number of periods.
Regarding rate of convergence, Ostrowski's theorem again applies. We have from the proof of [8, Theorem 10 .1.31 that given any z >O there exists a n o m 11. II on R"+I such that, if yk # y* for all k, then where p(p, n ) is the maximum root modulus of the characteristic polynomial C( p ) of (40). It can be seen that for fixed n we have p ( p , n)+O as p -0. If pl,. *,P,,+~ are the roots of C ( p ) we have ) p l . --p n + l I = p / ( n + l ) , so that p(p, n ) > ( p / ( n + I))l/(flrl). It follows that for fixed p we have p ( p , n ) + 1 as n --t x , so that the rate of convergence deteriorates as n + 00. Thus, too much damping can slow down the speed of convergence of the algorithm.
B. Fading Memoly Scheme
This scheme is similar to the preceding one except that the lengths corresponding to all past routings are averaged via a fading memory scheme. 
s , ( t ) = p s , I ( r ) + ( l -P ) d [ f -( y , l t ) ] s , ( t ) = p s~-l ( t ) + ( l -p ) d [ f + ( y k , t ) ] .
Alternatively, we can write k s , ( t ) = ( l -P ) . ' -.
~~-' d [ f -(~i ? t ) ] (42)
Then we have for all k
and it follows that the linearized system (45) is in effect the two-dimensional system described by (46) 
C. Asynchronous Length Reporting
This type of scheme is patterned after a shortest path routing algorithm where nodes report asynchronously the lengths of their outgoing links and the shortest paths are updated after each report. The set of nodes [0,1] is partitioned into n subsets which we call S , ~ S,, . . . . S,, . At some time, say 0, the nodes in SI report their lengths averaged over the flows corresponding to the preceding n routings and a routing update takes place. Then at time a, > O the nodes in S, do the same thing. Similarly, for i = 1,. . . . n -1, attime(a,+a,+,-.-,+a,)thenodesinSf+,dothesame thing. At time (al + a, + . . + a,?) the nodes in SI again report their lengths, an updating takes place and the process is repeated. This type of asynchronous operation is currently in use in the ARPANET [4] where, in a finite-node network context, Si consists of a single node for all i. There are also other variations of asynchronous operation involuing for example averaging over all preceding routings via a fading memory scheme. This type of algorithm is described and tested computationally in [3] and [4] . The analysis of all these schemes is very similar as that of the averaging schemes described earlier in this section. The details are quite messy and may be found in [4] , where it is shown, via analysis and computational experiment, that asynchronous operation has a substantial beneficial effect on the stability properties of the shortest path algorithm. 
V. THE CASE OF A NETWORK WITH AN ARBITRARY TOPOLOGY
The extension of the continuous model to the case of a network with arbitrary topology is quite straightforward. However, the notation required for a precise mathematical description is very cumbersome and tends to cloud the main ideas. For this reason our presentation will be somewhat informal.
Consider the case of an undirected network with a single destination. Let r be the input density function mapping points on the undirected links of the network to the nonnegative real numbers. The meaning of r again is that, given any interval I on a link, the total traffic input originating at this interval is the integral of r over I . We view the set of points on the network as a subset of a Euclidean space of dimension 2 or 3 (depending on whether the network is planar or not), and assume that r is a continuous function. In order to consider notions of length we associate with each undirected link ( i . I ) two directions i + I and I + i. (There may be more than one links connecting a pair of nodes within our framework. When we refer to a link (i, 1 ) we mean a particular link connecting i and 1 and specify further when there is danger of confusion.) A length function 6 is a function which assigns to each point on an undirected link ( i . I) two nonnegative numbers one associated with the direction i + 1 and the other associated with the direction 1 -i. We assume that 6 is piecewise continuous along every link in each direction. The meaning of 6 is that given any two points on a link ( i . I ) their distance in the direction i -I is obtained by integrating 6 as defined in that direction between the two points. The distance in the opposite direction I + i is defined analogously. Similarly, we can consider paths between points on possibly different links and define their length in one or the other direction.
We now associate to a given length function 6 a shortest path of every point, and an associated routing. W e assume rhar 6 is et-etywhere positice. Given any point we consider the collection of paths to the destination and their associated distances specified by the function 6. A path of minimum distance is referred to as a shortest path from the point to the destination, and the corresponding distance is referred to as the shortest distance of the point to the destination. The rouring corresponding to 6 is the set of points for which there are more than one equidistant paths to the destination. A routing is said to be regular if it does not contain any nodes of the network. otherwise it is said to singular. For a given 6, a shortest path of each point and the corresponding routing can be constructed in a simple manner along similar lines as for usual networks. We first construct a shortest path tree for the network in the usual manner by using as (directed) link lengths those specified by the length function 6. (The length of the directed link This gives us a shortest path and the associated shortest distance for every point on the shortest path tree including all the nodes of the network. A shortest path for points on links that are not part of the shortest path tree can be obtained as follows.
Let (i. I ) be a link that is not on the tree. Let D, and D/ be the shortest distances of nodes i and 1. The shortest distance of a point t on ( i . I ) is
where 6,, is 6 in the direction 1 -i and 6,, is 6 in the direction i -1. It can be seen that the routing corresponding to 6 is regular if and only if each (ordinary) node of the network has only one shortest path associated with it. If a routing is regular then every one of its points lies in the "interior" of some link. Notice that the preceding construction shows that a routing (regular or not) consists of ( L -N + 1) points where L and N are the number of undirected links and nodes. respectively. Given a shortest path tree and the corresponding routing constructed as just described, we can define the flow corresponding to it. At each point, say t , of a link ( i , /) there are two flows to consider (one of which is zero); the flow in the direction i -1 and the flow in the direction 1 -i. Each is defined in the natural way by integrating the input density function r over the portion of the network that lies "upstream" from the point t , i.e.. over the set of points the shortest paths of which meet t on their way to the destination. At the points of a regular routing the flow is zero in either direction. Notice that if 6 is such that the corresponding routing is regular the flow is uniquely determined by 6. Otherwise. the flow will depend not only on 6 but also on the shortest path tree selected.
Suppose we are given a monotonically increasing, continuously differentiable function d mapping flow into the positive numbers. Given a shortest path tree T corresponding to a length function 6 with routing Y we can define a new length function 6 which assigns to points I in any one of the two possible directions the length 6(r)= d [ f( r )] where f( t ) is the flow at t corresponding to 6 and T in the appropriate direction. The corresponding routing is denoted r. Note that if Y is singular then 8 and r depend not only on 6 but also on T. If Y is regular than r is uniquely determined by 6. We are now in a position to define an algorithm similar to the one of Section 111. Given a length function 6, and a corresponding shortest path -tree To and routing Yo. the next length function is 6, = 6, with corresponding routing Y, = q. A shortest path tree TI corresponding to 6, is selected and is used to define similarly Y2, and T,. Similarly. the algorithm generates 6,. Y A , and Tk for all k.
We say that a routing Y* corresponding to a length function 6* and shortest path tree P is an equilibriunz routing if @ = 6* and = Y*.
Contrary to the case of a ring network where we were able to prove existence of an equilibrium. in general there need not exist an equilibrium. This fact is demonstrated in the following example and provides an indication of the complexity of the dynamic phenomena that \ve are investigating. We assume that 1 G r, G rc,
where a>O is the bias factor.
In view of the fact 1 G r, G rc, 1 < rc, it is clear that an equilibrium routing cannot contain a point in the interior of link A , while it must contain a point in the interior of link C . We consider the following two cases. Case I : r, = 1. Then an equilibrium routing cannot contain a point in the interior of link B so the only candidate for equilibrium are the two types of singular routings shown in Fig. 6 . In routings Y, and Y, the incoming traffic at node 1 is routed through link A and link B? respectively. None of the two routings can be an equilibrium. In routing Y , there will be points in the interior of link A which will have a shorter distance to the destination (corresponding to Y , ) through link B rather than through A , and the reverse situation occurs in routing Y,. Notice that this argument makes use only of the magnitude of r, and rc and is independent of the form of the function d.
Case 2: 1 < r,. Then it can be seen that the only candidates for equilibria are routings of the form shown in Fig The preceding example shows that existence of an equilibrium can depend on both the level of bias and the input density function. Furthermore, it may happen that, for a given input density function, no value of bias can be found for which an equilibrium exists. This last phenomenon is of a singular nature and is due to the fact that the Euclidean lengths of links A, B, and C are all equal to unity. To see this consider the routing Y, corresponding to the length function 8'(t) 1, s -( t ) r 1. The routing Y, is analogous to the min-hop routing in discrete node networks, and can be associated with infinite level of bias. It is an equilibrium routing for the case d( f ) E 1. If Y, is a regular routing,
i.e., each node has a unique minimum Euclidean distance path to the destination, then it is clear that, for any given input function r, there exists a threshold level of bias CU such that for all cy 2 CU a regular equilibrium routing exists. Characterizing the dynamic behavior of the algorithm in the absence of an equilibrium is certainly an interesting problem but we have been unable to make much progress in this direction. Computational results for finite node networks given in [3] suggest that the stability properties of the algorithm are improved by high level of bias and averaging similarly as in the presence of an equilibrium. In what follows in this section we restrict attention to the case where a regular equilibrium routing exists.
Given a regular equilibrium routing Y* = {J.;. This flow defines a length function 6,-via the relation 6,(t)=d [/,.(t) ] in the direction of the flonr, and 6, yields in the manner described earlier a shortest path tree and a routing denoted by g( Y 1. It is easy to show (using the regularity of Y*) that if Y is sufficiently close to Y* then the (ordinary) shortest path tree corresponding to 6,. is the same as the one corresponding to I-* and that the elements of the routing g ( Y ) lie on the links The algorithm described earlier can now be redefined as 
(51)
The definition is local within a sufficiently small neighborhood of Y* and is associated with the (ordinary) shortest path tree corresponding to Y* and the associated parameterization of the ring subnetworks containing the links Similarly, as in the preceding section we say that an equilibrium Y* is locally stable if there is a neighborhood of Y* (defined in terms of the parameterization of the rings associked with Y* as discussed earlier), such that the sequence {g(Y,)} generated by (50) is well defined and converges to Y* for every choice of Yo within this neighborhood.
In order for Y* to be locally stable it is sufficient that the n X n matrix ag( Y*)/aY be defined and have all its eigenvalues within the unit circle. The computation of (iJ 'l,>. ag( Y * ) / a Y is straightforward along the lines of Section 111.
We first introduce some notation . For j = 1.2, Let R be the diagonal matrix having r(y;*) as j t h diagonal element, and let 0 be the n X n matrix ha\ing as elements the scalars qm. Then and there is a value of P which optimizes the rate of convergence. It is also possible to show that the other forms of averaging the effects of several past routings improve the stability properties of the algorithm.
For the purpose of aiding the reader in understanding the method of calculation of the matrix ag(Y*)/aY we provide an example.
Example: Consider the network shown in Fig. 8 where node 4 is the destination, and assume that the regular routing { y r , y;. y;} shown is an equilibrium. The figure shows also the chosen positive direction on the ring corresponding to each y:.
We calculate the symmetric matrix 0 with elements e,,,, 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of this paper shows that adaptive shortest path routing algorithms for packet communication networks exhibit complex dynamic behavior that should be taken into account in their design. This is particularly so if link lengths are chosen to be a measure of delay on the corresponding queue, and the delay per packet due to processing and transmission is small relative to average queuing delay. A stability analysis based on a discrete and a continuous-node model shows that oscillatory behavior can be damped by making use of a bias factor at the expense of reduced sensitivity of the routing algorithm to traffic congestion. Oscillations can also be damped by a scheme that averages the effects of several past routings such as the one introduced by asynchronous link length reporting by nodes (e.g., the one used in the ARPANET [ 1 11). This is particularly fortunate since asynchronous length reporting offers significant practical implementation advantages. Most of the analysis given relates to a ring topology but. as shown in Section V. the ring structure is a fundamental building block for the analysis and extension of our results to more complex topologies. The qualitative conclusions drawn from the analysis of single destination networks with continuum of nodes have been extended to multiple destination networks in [3] . Their 
INTRODUCTION
In the remote sensing of tropospheric species. a ground-. aircraft-. or satellite-based platform performs an instantaneous scan of a region of the atmosphere and measures the species burden within the field of view. With aircraft or satellite remote sensing the platform is in motion and the field of view is constantly changing. An object of remote sensing of the atmosphere is to enable reconstruction of the concentration distribution of trace species over an entire region based on the data available from the instrument. The reconstruction of a concentration distribution from spatially averaged and possibly noise-corrupted data is a central problem in processing remote sensing data. In the absence of a mathematical model describing the spatial and temporal concentration distributions. the reconstruction can be carried out by standard data interpolation methods. Howe\-er, when a mathematical model exists. the problem becomes one of matching the remote sensing data to the model solution in such a way that the incomplete data can be used in conjunction with the model to produce an estimate of the region-wide concentration distribution. This problem of the matching or assimilation of remote sensing data into mathematical models for atmospheric constituents is the subject of this paper.
There exist a few recent studies that assess the capabilities of remote sensing for monitoring regional air pollution episodes.
For example. Barnes er a/.
[ I ] conducted a comparative analysis of satellite visible channel imager?: in ground-based aerosol measurements. For three cases. each of tvhich represented a significant pollution episode based on low surface visibility and high sulfate levels. the results shon-that the extent and transport of the haze pattern can be monitored from satellite data. The study demonstrated the potential of the satellite to monitor both magnitude and aerial extent of pollution episodes. In a related study. Lyons et a/.
[2] reported on a demonstration project showing that currently available synchronous satellite data can detect the aerial extent of large-scale hazy air masses associated \vith sulfate and ozone episodes.
A study related to that of the present work was reported by Diamonte er a/. [3] in which they considered the comparison of remote and in situ data on pollutant concentrations from point sources. They considered typical remote sensing geometries to provide insight on estimation of plume properties from these measurements. In a study also related to the present. Kibhler and Suttles
[4] considered the estimation of unknown parameters in a pollutant dispersion model by comparing model prcdictions with remotely sensed air-quality data. A ground-based sensor provided relative pollutant concentration measurements as a function of space and time. The measured data were compared xvith the dispersion model output through a numerical estimation procedure to yield parameter estimates that best fit the data.
